
FACT PATTERN:: ANATOMY OF A VIRTUAL MEDIATION

NASSAU COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION ADR COMMITTEE

Brothers Michael and Elan Stuart inherited equal shares in Stuart Prime Distributors, Inc
(“Stuart”), a family owned company which distributes fresh produce to restaurants on Long
Island. The brothers also inherited, as tenants-in-common, the commercial property where the
company maintains its offices, a refrigerated warehouse, and its fleet of trucks.

Elan is president and CEO of Stuart.  Although their father was involved in the business
until his death 4 years ago, Elan is now, and essentially had been, in charge of operations for
many years.  Although Michael never was actively involved in the business, his wife, Sharon, 
worked as a salesperson for Stuart for all of her adult life, in fact, that is where Michael and
Sharon met. 

At the time of their father’s death, Stuart was valued at Two Million Dollars and the real
estate was valued at One Million Dollars for estate tax purposes.  Shortly after their father’s
death Elan offered Michael One Million Dollars in cash for his interests. Michael rejected Elan’s
offer, however Elan continues to push Michael, on a weekly, if not daily, basis, to sell him all of
his interests in the both Stuart and the commercial real estate. 

On advice of counsel, Michael obtained his own valuations. An updated business
valuation reflected that the operating entity increased in value to $3 million -- primarily as a
result of Sharon’s having brought in $1 million of new business - and a certified real estate
appraisal showed the commercial real estate had a fair market value of $2 million.

During the past year Stuart took on $1 million in debt, which Michael did not object to at
the time, however only Elan was required to personally guarantee the loan.

Michael’s repeated rejections of Elan’s offers to purchase Michael’s interests for 
$1,000,000.00 eventually led to Elan hiring counsel to represent him in an effort to force the sale. 
Michael and Sharon immediately contacted their lawyer. The lawyers recommended mediation.












































































































